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Abstract

Anatomical segmentation is a fundamental task in medi-
cal image computing, generally tackled with fully convolu-
tional neural networks which produce dense segmentation
masks. These models are often trained with loss functions
such as cross-entropy or Dice, which assume pixels to be
independent of each other, thus ignoring topological errors
and anatomical inconsistencies. We address this limitation
by moving from pixel-level to graph representations, which
allow to naturally incorporate anatomical constraints by
construction. To this end, we introduce HybridGNet, an
encoder-decoder neural architecture that leverages stan-
dard convolutions for image feature encoding and graph
convolutional neural networks (GCNNs) to decode plausi-
ble representations of anatomical structures. We also pro-
pose a novel image-to-graph skip connection layer which
allows localized features to flow from standard convolu-
tional blocks to GCNN blocks, and show that it improves
segmentation accuracy.

1. Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have

achieved outstanding performance in anatomical segmen-
tation of biomedical images. In these images, organs and
anatomical structures usually present a characteristic topol-
ogy that tends to be regular. Since deep segmentation
networks are typically trained to minimize pixel-level loss
functions, such as cross-entropy or soft Dice [13], their pre-
dictions are not guaranteed to incorporate this regularity,
due to the inherent lack of sensitivity that these metrics have
with respect to global shape and topology [15]. As an alter-
native, anatomical segmentation can be tackled using other
approaches like statistical shape models [9] or graph-based
representations [4], which provide a natural way to incor-
porate topological constraints by construction.

In this work, we explore how landmark-based segmen-
tation can be modeled by combining standard convolutions
to encode image features, with generative models based on
graph neural networks (GCNNs) to decode anatomically
plausible representations of segmented structures.

2. HybridGNet: Image-to-graph extraction via
hybrid convolutions

The proposed neural network takes images as input and
produces graphs with a fixed number of nodes as output,
combining standard convolutions with spectral graph con-
volutions in a single model that is trained end-to-end. Hy-
bridGNet was constructed by combining parts of two inde-
pendent variational autoencoders (VAE) [11] with the same
latent dimension: one to reconstruct images using stan-
dard convolutions and another one to reconstruct graphs via
spectral convolutions [5, 7]. We decoupled their encoders
and decoders, keeping only the image encoder and graph
decoder. The HybridGNet was then constructed by connect-
ing these two networks as in Figure 1. This model is trained
by minimizing the MSE of the predicted organ contour, un-
der the hypothesis that it directly enforces more anatomi-
cally plausible shapes.

Localized image-to-graph skip connections (IGSC)
and deep supervision

Under the hypothesis that local image features may help
to produce more accurate estimates of landmark positions,
we designed a localized Image-to-Graph Skip Connection
(IGSC) layer (see Figure 1). IGSC uses the well-known
RoIAlign module [8] to sample localized features for each
node from a specific encoder level. It receives a tensor
of feature maps and a list of node positions which indi-
cate the spatial location from where the feature map will
be sampled, and returns the corresponding regions of inter-
est (RoIs) of the given window size centered at the node
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Figure 1. HybridGNet architecture. The proposed HybridGNet architecture combines standard convolutions for image feature encoding
(blue) with graph spectral convolutions (green) to decode plausible anatomical graph-based representations. The Image-to-Graph skip-
connection (IGSC) blocks provide localized features to the intermediate graph representations.

positions. An internal GCNN layer learns the intermediate
node positions via deep-supervision [12], resulting in extra
loss terms which compute the mean squared error between
the ground truth node position and the intermediate predic-
tions. Then, we concatenate the features with the original
node features and an augmented graph is obtained. As a
hyperparameter, we set the convolutional layer from were
we will extract the localized features. We tested our model
with 1, 2 or without IGSC.

3. Main experiments
We compared our method with a set of landmark-

based segmentation baselines and a pixel-level segmenta-
tion model. All except MultiAtlas share the same CNN en-
coder architecture.
PCA: similar to [3,14], we use PCA to transform the vector-
ized landmark representation into lower-dimensional em-
beddings. Then, we optimize the CNN encoder to estimate
the PCA coefficients.
FC: We combine the CNN encoder with a fully connected
decoder that directly reconstructs the vectorized landmarks.
MultiAtlas: We use a multi-atlas segmentation approach
[1, 2], which employs several labeled atlases to delineate
the structures of interest.
U-Net [16]: was also included to benchmark our approach
against a standard pixel-level segmentation method.

Model comparison

First, we compared HybridGNet with the baselines using
the JSRT dataset [17]. We used metrics that can be derived
from graph representations, including landmark MSE and
Hausdorff distance (HD, in millimeters). To benchmark our

Table 1. Landmark-based anatomical segmentation results for
JSRT dataset. Mean (std). HD in millimeters.

Model MSE Dice Lungs HD Lungs Dice Heart HD Heart
PCA 340.0 (243.6) 0.945 (0.014) 17.44 (9.67) 0.906 (0.037) 14.60 (5.40)
FC 332.2 (242.4) 0.945 (0.017) 17.53 (10.35) 0.910 (0.038) 15.02 (5.78)
MultiAtlas 492.3 (298.1) 0.944 (0.013) 20.32 (9.34) 0.886 (0.056) 16.78 (6.84)
HybridGNet 294.6 (274.5) 0.952 (0.013) 15.64 (10.92) 0.913 (0.038) 13.66 (5.55)
1 IGSC: L6 250.1 (232.0) 0.960 (0.011) 14.38 (9.26) 0.924 (0.030) 12.34 (4.84)
2 IGSC: L6-5 200.7 (211.0) 0.974 (0.007) 12.09 (9.34) 0.933 (0.031) 11.61 (5.58)
UNet − 0.981 (0.008) 21.84 (26.29) 0.942 (0.030) 25.18 (34.57)

methods against the UNet which produces dense segmen-
tation masks, we filled the organ contours to obtain pixel-
level masks from graph representations, and computed the
Dice coefficient. Table 1 reports metrics on the test set of
JSRT dataset (bold numbers indicate significant differences
according to Wilcoxon’s test). Our HybridGNet model with
2 IGSC outperforms the landmark-based baselines on MSE,
Dice, and HD.When compared with the UNet model, Hy-
bridGNet surpasses it by a large margin in terms of HD.

Generating landmark-based representations from
dense segmentations

In this work we considered landmark-based segmenta-
tions with a fixed number of points, that enable establishing
correspondences across images. This is desirable in scenar-
ios like population shape analysis. However, in most seg-
mentation datasets, only pixel-level annotations are avail-
able. In these cases, automated estimation of landmarks
from dense segmentations can be useful. HybridGNet
can be trained to recover landmark-based representations
from dense segmentation masks in a natural way. Thus,
we trained our best performing models and baselines with
dense segmentation masks as input (instead of images), to



Table 2. Results for generating landmark annotations from dense
segmentations in the jsrt dataset. Mean (std). HD in millimeters.

Model MSE Dice Lungs HD Lungs Dice Heart HD Heart
PCA 77.2 (133.7) 0.978 (0.009) 6.02 (3.46) 0.97 (0.007) 4.37 (1.61)
FC 105.3 (173.2) 0.970 (0.014) 7.82 (3.96) 0.96 (0.014) 5.78 (2.94)
Multi-atlas 236.3 (244.8) 0.991 (0.004) 10.98 (8.53) 0.99 (0.006) 4.64 (2.48)
HybridGNet 96.9 (145.0) 0.970 (0.009) 7.65 (3.75) 0.96 (0.013) 6.02 (2.77)
1 IGSC: L6 70.5 (144.9) 0.983 (0.005) 5.54 (5.30) 0.97 (0.011) 4.02 (2.24)
2 IGSC: L6-5 55.1 (113.4) 0.991 (0.003) 3.92 (4.42) 0.99 (0.005) 2.58 (1.59)

Table 3. Domain shift results for landmark-based anatomical
segmentation from JSRT dataset to Montgomery and Shenzhen.
Mean (std). HD in pixels.

Model
Montgomery Shenzhen

Dice Lungs HD Lungs Dice Lungs HD Lungs
PCA 0.906 (0.082) 60.08 (36.89) 0.894 (0.054) 79.12 (47.73)
FC 0.897 (0.087) 60.02 (35.77) 0.895 (0.051) 77.11 (48.15)
Multi-alas 0.909 (0.080) 61.77 (31.62) 0.900 (0.054) 88.13 (48.94)
HybridGNet 0.909 (0.070) 55.97 (35.70) 0.901 (0.047) 72.13 (47.40)
1 IGSC: L6 0.930 (0.062) 48.22 (33.43) 0.914 (0.044) 67.39 (48.53)
2 IGSC: L6-5 0.954 (0.043) 45.50 (32.48) 0.935 (0.038) 64.46 (51.53)
UNet 0.944 (0.068) 127.721 (97.76) 0.933 (0.055) 220.89 (102.94)

Figure 2. Artificial occlusions study. (a) Dice coefficient and (b)
HD distance for increasing block size in artificial occlusions.

Figure 3. Real occlusions study. (a) Dice coefficients and (b) HD
distances for the pacemaker Padchest subset.

perform landmark estimation. Table 2 shows the results
on the JSRT test set: the proposed HybridGNet with 2
IGSC (Layers 6-5) outperforms the other baselines and ar-
chitectures. Multi-atlas showed no differences in Dice with
respect to our HybridGNet 2 IGSC, but it loses track of
the point-to-point correspondences as it is exhibited by the
higher MSE error.

Domain shift (DS) evaluation

DS refers to a variation in the target (test) domain con-
cerning the source (training) domain. In most cases, DS
drops performance significantly as supervised learning as-
sumes that training samples have the same distribution as
the test samples. We compared the effect of DS by measur-
ing segmentation performance on datasets captured at dif-
ferent medical centers, i.e. training in the JSRT dataset and
testing with Shenzhen [10] and Montgomery [6] datasets.
Table 3 shows how HybridGNet greatly outperform all
baselines in terms of HD and Dice coefficient, confirming
that the proposed model yields more generalizable predic-
tions across medical centers.

Robustness to image occlusions (IO)

IO are common in chest x-rays, for example due to pa-
tient de-identification (i.e., covering protected information
with black patches) or external devices such as pacemak-
ers. We designed two experiments to assess the robustness
of HybridGNet to artificial and real IO that were not repre-
sented in the training set, by comparing it with pixel-level
prediction models like UNet.

First, we simulated artificial occlusions by overlapping
a random black box on every image. We applied boxes
of different sizes over the JSRT test set on random posi-
tions. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show Dice and HD distance for
lungs and heart segmentation (averaged) as the occlusion
block size increases. Although UNet slightly outperforms
HybridGNet in Dice for very small boxes, its performance
drops with a steeper slope than HybridGNet as we increase
the size of the occlusion block.

Robustness to real occlusions produced by external de-
vices was also assessed. To this end, we used 20 segmented
images with pacemakers from Padchest as test set. To eval-
uate solely the occlusion effect on performance and alle-
viate DS issues, we retrained the models (both HybridGNet
and baseline) with an extended training dataset that includes
Padchest images (without pacemakers). In Figure 3 we can
see how our model outperforms the UNet on both metrics.

4. Conclusions
In this work we present a hybrid network that combines

standard CNNs with graph convolutions to decode plausi-
ble organ’s segmentations. We moved from pixel-level loss
functions to a MSE loss function that minimizes the organ’s
contour distance. We showed that incorporating localized
features via image-to-graph skip connections helps to im-
prove the segmentation process greatly. Our HybridGNet
produces competitive results on Dice coefficient with re-
spect to models which are trained using soft Dice as their
loss function and outperforms them on more topologically
aware metrics such as HD.
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